
Camera Bags: Billingham Hadley One
 

Billingham Hadley One

  

A versatile, discreet camera bag with a dedicated 14inch laptop slip. Includes a half-width removable, padded insert for CSC kit or mid-sized
DSLR, leaving half of the bag free for non-camera gear. Full width insert for larger gear is an optional extra. Made in England with 3-layer
waterproof fabric and real leather. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Ask a question about this product 
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Camera Bags: Billingham Hadley One
 

The latest addition to our Hadley line, the Hadley One is purpose built for both photography and everyday life. A built-in padded sleeve protects
your laptop or tablet whilst our removable camera insert and dividers protect your DSLR or CSC kit with room to spare for papers, diaries, water
bottles, glasses cases and passports. It can be carried over the shoulder with the detachable shoulder sling or with the new re-engineered
leather covered top handle. Pull back the main flap to reveal two front pockets with press stud closures while the rear features a full width,
zippered rear pocket with waterproof zip and a loop to fit onto a luggage trolley.
Almost any 13" laptop (MacBook Pro, MacBook Air etc) plus some particularly small and slim 14" and 15" models in it's padded laptop
compartment (check dimensions very carefully). The 14" MacBook Pro does fit.

Owners of the 15" MacBook Pro and MacBook Air should read the notes in the FAQs.

In the included half size insert: Most DSLRs (e.g. Canon 5D, Nikon D850 without battery grip) with small-to-medium lens attached and maybe a
spare lens.

In the included half size insert: Almost any mirrorless camera (Sony A7IV, Fujifilm X-T4, Nikon Z7, Canon R6 without battery grip etc) with with
small-to-medium lens attached and maybe a spare lens.

In the included half size insert: Any rangefinder camera (e.g. Leica M10) with almost any lens attached. With room left for an extra lens or
maybe a second camera.

In the optional full size insert: Most DSLRs or mirrorless cameras with a small-to-medium lens attached (e.g. Canon 1DX, Canon 5D, Nikon
D850, Canon R6, Nikon Z7 etc). Plus 2 to 4 lenses (tall enough for a 70-200mm not attached to the camera).

In the optional full size insert: Some medium format cameras such as the Hasselblad 500CM with 80mm attached, Fujifilm GFX-50S with small
to medium lens attached, Hasselblad H6D with small lens attached etc. Plus room for extra lenses.
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